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to our loyal readers
With the upcoming expiration date of 

the Kyoto Protocol, we are reminded of 

the fact that we are depending on those 

in charge now to make decisions for 

our environment’s future. These people 

may not have the world’s interest at 

heart; After all, each country has its 

own problems to worry about. The U.S., 

in particular, has a history of refusing 

to sign international environmental 

agreements. 

As our graduation date appraches, 

we are more and more aware of the 

fact that we are, indeed, the “next 

generation,” and it will soon be 

our turn to take charge. The news 

headlines read: “Egypt Losing Its 

Mighty Nile Drop by Drop,” “Water 

Use Growing Twice As Fast As 

Population,” “Workplace Pollutants 

Tied to Children’s Asthma Risk,” and 

“Fire Engulfs Bosnia’s Largest Nature 

Reserve, Arson Suspected.” They remind 

us that the world is ready for some new 

leadership. It’s up to our generation to 

come up with better ways to fix these 

worldwide environmental and public 

health problems – what’s being done 

now is not enough.

We are confident that the Emory 

community is ready to take on this 

important responsibility, armed with 

a Carbon Action Plan-in-the-making 

to spur change on campus. Students 

studying abroad are absorbing new 

cultures and keying into the sustainable 

practices of other countries. Emory 

students are volunteering their 

time and energy to environmental 

non-profits and organizations like 

WWOOF, and the Sustainable Food 

Fair grows more popular every year. 

We are here to inform you of these 

happenings around campus and 

help the student body get involved in 

protecting our environment, both on 

campus and abroad.

Please contact us if you are interested 

in getting involved with the publication. 

We like you, so like us (on Facebook)! 

You can also follow us on Twitter @

EmoryGenR. 

Thanks for reading, and please enjoy 

the 2011 Fall Issue.

Rachel& Lauren Borrelli, 

Editors-in-Chief



The Climate Action Committee has spent the past few months delivering presentations on the 
newly developed Carbon Action Plan (CAP) to over 22 different groups and constituencies on 

campus. This dedicated group of Emory faculty members and students is busy putting the finishing 
touches on the CAP, which has been a year in the making. The Plan recommends a variety of detailed 
initiatives to reduce carbon emissions on Emory’s campuses within a scheduled time frame. 

The Office of Sustainability Initiatives recently hosted “Town Hall” sessions at which members 
of the Climate Action Committee presented the goals and background information of the CAP. The 
PowerPoint presentation provided a review of the issues and recommendations of the Plan, explaining 
“Recommended Action Areas” for reducing carbon emissions. Such areas include sustainable building 
and construction, energy, transportation, waste, food, academic units, as well as individual action. 

The town hall meetings were organized at five locations – Rollins School of Public Health, Emory 
Law School, Oxford College, the SGA roundtable, and White Hall. According to Ciannat Howett, 
Director of Sustainability Initiatives, these presentations were organized to allow students, faculty and 
staff from all parts of the Emory campus to attend, ask questions, and provide suggestions and feed-
back on the Plan.  

So what’s the next step? Before the month is over, the CAP will be presented to the University 
Senate for approval and feedback. Once it passes through the Senate, it will need approval by Presi-
dent Wagner and his cabinet in early December. After that, the CAP Committee will ask that each 
academic division develop implementation strategies that are specific to its department over the next 
year.

The implementation of a climate action plan will allow Emory to take its place among peer 
schools that already have such guidelines in place. Our school has a decent head start: We abide by 
LEED building standards, support sustainable food practices, use green transportation systems, and 
integrate sustainability-themed curriculum throughout our academic departments. The Carbon Action 
Plan is sure to help us to continue these efforts to significantly reduce our negative impact on the 
environment.

CLIMATE 
ACTION 
PLAN 
UPDATE

On September 30, 2011, the Sustain-
able Food Fair emphasized the 

importance and quality of local food 
compared to the foods that people buy 
from regular markets. Between the Cox 
Hall Bridge and Asbury circle, there were 
various vendors promoting their home-
made fresh food and ingredients. The 
entire area was brimming with people 
from the Emory community who wanted 
to experience the taste of the ‘local in-
novation.’     

Professor Peggy Barlett and her 
Anthropology 386: Sustainable Food Fair 
class contributed to this wonderful event, 
from dividing teams for publicity, to host-
ing and atmosphere. The class worked 
with the logistics and at the end, each 
team gathered information to evaluate 
what would lead to a successful food fair 
in the future.

The fair was surely a blast: the com-

bination of music, information tables, 
vendors, and overall enthusiasm in the 
air created a wonderful harmony. The 
Sustainable Food Fair helped bring forth 
a significant message to the Emory com-
munity of why local food and healthy 
eating is important.

Bryan Oh, a junior in the college said 
that, “The food fair held this year was 
very informative. I was provided with a 
lot of information about why it’s better for 
me to eat locally and sustainably. Before 
the fair, I tended to eat whatever I could 
buy near the college. However, from now 
on, I will try to eat food that pertains 
more to my well being, since I know now 
that what I eat directly affects my health.”

William Cannon, a junior in the col-
lege and one of the members of the food 
fair class said that, “The fair ended in a 
great success. I really enjoyed being a part 
of the Sustainable Food Fair and hope 

that it has been informative to the Emory 
community in explaining why people 
should care about what they eat and why 
they should eat locally grown food.”

This fair, held every year, informs 
members of the Emory community of the 
importance of health in relation to the 
type of food they consume, and how a 
food’s production plays a similarly impor-
tant role in our health. This information 
is vital to our current community since an 
increasing number of people are strug-
gling with obesity and healthy choices. 
The food fair served as a good stepping-
stone for the beginnings of understanding 
the relationship between the well being 
of the community and local food. So 
the next time you walk by the Farmer’s 
Market on Cox Hall Bridge on Tuesdays, 
think about buying and supporting locally 
produced food!

SUSTAINABLE FOOD FAIR 2011
BY SUKWON KOH



TAPPED: MORE THAN A DOCUMENTARY?
Directed by Stephanie Soetchtig and Jason Lindsey, the documentary Tapped (2010) delves into the 

environmental controversies regarding one of the most essential elements for human life: drinking 
water. 

Tapped takes you on a behind-the-scenes journey through the environmental effects of the 
bottled water industry, from the small-scale pollution created by a plastic producing factory in Texas to 
the larger-scale plastic accumulations twice the size of Texas that can be found in our oceans. The film 
begins with the controversial issue of viewing drinking water as a commodity or an inalienable right, 
and also focuses on the toxic chemical Bisphenol-A, which is found in the plastic that makes up our 
bottles.

Many residents of a small town in Texas suffer from the polluting effects of nearby factories 
because of the crude oil that follows from the production of our plastic water bottles. This plastic 
contains Bisphenol-A, which can block male hormones and act as an estrogen.  Dr. Frederick Vom Saal 
refers to Bisphenol-A as, “the most potent toxic chemical known to man.” According to the documen-
tary Tapped, Bisphenol-A has been related to obesity, cancer, diabetes, disease of the uterus, and can 
damage the male reproductive system.

By drinking from bottled water, not only are we allowing other chemicals not found in tapped 
water to enter our bodies, but we are also paying 1,900 times the price of tap water for bottled water, 
even though 40 percent of bottled water comes from municipal tap water. Municipal tap water under-
goes several strict purity examinations under the Environmental Protection Agency every day, whereas 
the Food and Drug Administration requires fewer and less strict tests to be carried out by the bottled 
water companies.  After conducting tests on the water from different bottled water companies, epide-
miologist Stephen King talked about his findings by saying, “If you would look at all the data I brought 
and you were to read everything, you’d be horrified…We found vinyl chloride, styrene, benzene. I 
mean it’s horrifying.”

So what is it going to be? Will you let corporations take water free of charge and sell it back to 
you as an expensive commodity? Will you drink out of a plastic water bottle that contains more toxic 
chemicals than tap water? Would you be willing to pay over 1,000 times more for water that you can 
get almost for free at home, just because you want it in a plastic and potentially unsafe bottle? Are 
you going to save time, money, and lives by simply turning the nozzle and enjoying your basic right 
to pure and nearly free drinking water or will you let these bottles contaminate the oceans and air 
around you? I say cheers to tap water! Find out more about your environmental impact and about the 
dangers of bottled water by watching the documentary Tapped yourself.

STEPHEN KING, EPIDEMIOLOGIST:

“IF YOU WERE TO 
READ EVERYTHING, 
YOU’D BE HORRIFIED.”

What do you mean you don’t eat any 
meat?” 

People looked at me as if I’d lost it 
when I said that. Yes, I was without a doubt 
staying vegan during my semester abroad 
in Istanbul. I became vegan not only for 
my health, but also for the environment 
and for animal rights; miles would not 
change these issues. In fact, unlike in the 
United States, much of the world eats a 
mainly vegan diet. Meat is a luxury item 
that requires a heavy investment of time, 
money, and resources and is therefore a 
side dish or a treat in many countries. 

Still, I was apprehensive. Would I be 
eating the same thing every day? How 
many times would I have to answer every-
one’s burning question: “Where do you get 

your protein?” These were sacrifices I was 
willing to make, but they didn’t exactly 
sound enjoyable. 

Luckily, vegans have an enormous 
online presence. Clicking and scroll-
ing through blogs, forums, and sites like 
Happycow.net and Veganbackpacker.com 
armed me with a list of traditional and 
vegan-friendly foods–simit anyone?–and 
a whole list of restaurants and health food 
stores. I also got myself a Vegan Passport 
from Vegetarian Guides to be able to com-
municate my dietary needs in almost any 
language I might encounter. 

Yes, I’ve shocked a few people here. 
Most memorably a twelve-year-old boy 
I might have too intensely yelled, “NO!” 
at as he reached to slather my kumpir (a 
traditional street food – a baked potato 
topped with any veggies you choose) with 
butter and cheese. 

But I’ve also enhanced my experience. 
I started a mini-club among the exchange 

students in which we tried new veg-friend-
ly restaurants together every week and 
now the members have become my closest 
friends. My other friends have constantly 
asked me questions about my lifestyle and 
have also wanted to try vegan foods.  

I have had the chance to fully under-
stand my food choices since I had to focus 
on whole, straight-from-the-earth fruits, 
vegetables, and grains—without the option 
of vegan convenience foods found in the 
United States. Of course, I will probably 
whip up cookies from my BabyCakes NYC 
vegan cookbook when I get home and dive 
into a quesadilla oozing with Daiya vegan 
cheese simply because I can, but sticking 
with veganism abroad without these go-to 
foods has actually reinforced my drive to 
continue on this path. It’s not a choice one 
makes because it’s easy or cool, but one 
made when we realize that there are issues 
greater than the desires of our taste buds, 
no matter where we are in the world.  

VEGAN ABROAD
BY CASSANDRA GONZALEZ



Farmers markets, Whole Foods, or Trader Joe’s costs more then 
conventional grocery stores. The main reason for this price 

difference is government subsidies. The government pays large-
scale farmers not to grow crops such as corn. This allows those 
farmers to charge less for the produce that they do grow. In order 
to be subsidized, farms must meet certain size requirements. 
Thus, small-scale farms, which are often more sustainable, receive 
no subsidies since they are too small, subsequently increasing the 
prices of their produce.

This summer, I spent three months working on an organic 
farm in a Colorado boarding school. One day, we worked on 
another farm that had only 9 acres of land mostly farmed by hand. 
Using no pesticides, the owner grew beautiful vegetables of all 
varieties. He strived to keep the land and soil healthy. Organic 
farming, especially with little machinery, is labor intensive. He 
worked from sunrise to past sundown, often not stopping for 
lunch. He spent one day at the local farmer’s market. The only day 
he took off was Sunday, but he often worked that day too.

The reward for his hard work was $125 a week to provide for 
a family of four, hardly enough to support a family. His farm was 
too small to receive government subsidies and most of the profit 
he made went straight back into the farm. Without community 
support and year-round interns, it was tough for him to make a 
living. It is for this reason that more people do not convert from 
conventional farming to organic farming. As of now, there is 
barely any money or support in small-scale farming.

The boarding school I worked at had the financial capital to 
keep their garden going. According to Linda Halloran, who runs 
the school’s garden, the market value of the produce grown in 
the garden is around $18,000. The cost of supplies and salaries 
is around $63,000. This difference is partly subsidized by a plant 
sale that raises around $9,000. The school pays roughly $54,000 
to maintain the garden, but has many purposes such as selling 
organic produce and educating students on sustainable living and 
farming—something that has no price tag. Halloran said, “[It] 
has always been difficult to quantify because of the dual role the 
garden plays: producing food, but also working with students.” 
While there are huge benefits to the education and produce the 
garden brings, few can incur the cost.

The government should subsidize small-scale farms. This 
would allow small-scale organic farms to compete with large-
scale conventional farms in the grocery store. This is an efficient 
and affordable way for more people to enjoy organic produce 
that is good for both the consumers and the land. The subsidies 
will be costly to the government initially, but it will save money 
in terms of health costs and environmental deterioration. If the 
government gives subsidies to small-scale organic farmers, local 
organic food will become less of a wealthy privilege and more of a 
way of life.

– BRYAN CRONAN

WHILE WORKING ON AN ORGANIC FARM THIS SUMMER, 
I REALIZED SOMETHING – ORGANIC FOOD IS SOMETHING ONLY THE PRIVILEGED EAT. 

FOR THE GOOD OF OUR HEALTH AND THAT OF OUR EARTH, 
ORGANIC FARMING MUST BECOME MORE COMPETITIVE WITH CONVENTIONAL FARMS. 

IF MORE PEOPLE WANT TO BUY ORGANIC, FARMERS WILL THEN USE 
LESS PESTICIDES IN ORDER TO SUPPLY THE INCREASED DEMAND.



THE ONE DAY FLY

A flutter of stubs, antennae, and hopeful dreams roused me 
from my slumber. Today was going to be a good day, I 

mused as I squirmed upon my bed of silt, rustling and flexing 
my damp stubs that would eventually grow to be wings. It must 
be, for today was the day that I would be set free. For too long, 
I have been imprisoned in this dreary marsh, spending my days 
squirming in never-ending piles of wings and feet. For too long, I 
have yearned for the whisper of a wing, the caress of antennae, or 
the chirping of birds. 

Mother has always told me that each of my eight hundred 
siblings and I were destined for greatness. As we squirmed and 
molted, she told each and every one of us about sunshine and 
clouds. 

“Out there, my children,” she would murmur as she stared 
expressionlessly at the sky, “out there is glory, love, and heaven. 
Heaven shines like a light for the Mayflies, to guide us out of 
this hole,” she would gesticulate wildly at our humble surround-
ings, “and into heaven, where we shall sit by the Goddess. Well, 

most of us at least,” she would always add sadly.  Mother was one 
of the few “mothers” that existed in every generation-Mayflies 
who were incapable of flight, and instead helped raise the new 
hatchlings.

Mother told us of life beyond the murky waters, where we 
would crawl, molt, and dream of a brighter tomorrow. It was 
always my dream to shed my gills, and fly up into the sky like Ica-
rus with my incandescent wings, to take me higher and higher to 
the great orb of light. I have heard stories from some of the older 
larvae, that in that enormous orb of sunshine and goodness lay 
a wonderful heaven full of Mayflies. The older larvae would tell 
us how the moon shined gloriously in the night sky, eclipsed in 
beauty only by the glorious sun and how the stars were diamonds 
scattered across velvet. If you touched one, you turned into a 
sparkling translucent diamond Mayfly, the older larvae would 
say.

 I believed this to be true, because when each of the older 
generations grew out their wings and flew like Icarus to the sun, 

BY MELIA HAILE



they never returned. Why would they? When you have seen the 
rainbows painted across the sky, the sun and moon battling for a 
moment to outshine one another, why would you leave paradise 
and return to the dark hell that is this gloomy dark puddle of 
broken dreams and unrealized potential?

That being said, I supposed I must be completely honest. It 
was not quite true that the Mayflies never returned to this dismal 
hole. Some Mayflies were not meant to sit by The Goddess’ right 
hand and enjoy paradise. Broken Mayflies such as Mother that 
never made it to heaven (some are born with broken wings or 
none at all) told the children this story many times.

 Since the dawn of time, the female Mayflies have been 
barred from heaven. Once upon a time, all Mayflies lived above 
the water. We were favorites of the Goddess’, specially chosen 
to live in the outside world, spreading the glorious light She in-
fused us with, and finding the most remarkable human mortals, 
mortals talented in art, poetry, writing etc. We were ordained 
with the most important of the Goddess’s tasks: to siphon a mere 
droplet of the human’s life force, and return it to the Goddess as a 
gift. We were never to let a drop pass our lips, and could not even 
taste a morsel of life force. We were winged angels, blessed with 
the love and trust of mortals and the Goddess alike. 

Until one day, a male Mayfly, the fairest of Mayflies--the 
Goddess’ favorite--the ever charming Nicholai, was flitting 
amongst the mortals harvesting the sweet droplets of sunshine 
and life from the mortals to take to The Goddess, when he real-
ized that he never had a chance to taste the sweetest nectar. Was 
he not The Goddess’s favorite? Did all the Mayflies not work 
diligently and tirelessly on The Goddess’s tasks? Why should we 
not taste the fruits of our labor? Can we not taste a tiniest drop of 
the sweet sunny life force that we harvest for The Goddess? 

Now Nicholai was a clever Mayfly, too clever perhaps. He did 
not want to needlessly incur the Goddess’s wrath, so he tricked 
a female Mayfly into tasting the life force of an innocent mortal 
baby. He figured that he did not have to be the first to find out 
what the life force tastes like when he could ruse someone else 
into doing it for him. So he tricked the Mayfly named Madeline 
into tasting the sweet nectar. She confirmed that it was indeed 
as amazing and potent as he had always imagined. Satisfied with 
her analysis, Nicholai leaned over to taste the droplet of life force 
when the ground underneath his feet began to shake and quiver, 
and the Goddess’ voice boomed out and reverberated throughout 
the room. 

“Nicholai,” murmured Madeline, trembling, “you told me 
the Goddess said this was acceptable…you said this was an order 
from The Goddess. Nicholai, why is the Goddess angry?”   

“NICHOLAI,” The Goddess thundered, “YOU HAVE DIS-
OBEYED MY ORDERS AND TRICKED MADELINE INTO 
DRINKING FROM THE FORBIDDEN LIFE-FORCE.”

 “What have you done to me!” shrieked Madeline,” I curse 
the day I met you, Nicholai. What have you done! OH, Goddess, 
forgive me!” screamed Madeline as the room went dark and 
began to spin. “I know not what I did!” 

“NICHOLAI,” The Goddess’s voice grew a bit softer, and 
then took on a dangerous tone. “OH NICHOLAI, HOW I 

LOVED THEE. HOW I LOVED ALL MY MAYFLIES. BUT 
YOU HAVE ANGERED ME. YOU HAVE DISOBEYED MY 
TRUST AND MY DIVINE TASK. YOU MADELINE, HAVE 
FALLEN INTO HIS FOOLISH TRAP. I CAST YOU MAY-
FLIES OUT OF HEAVEN. YOU WILL NO LONGER DANCE 
AMONGST THE FLOWERS OR FEEL THE MOON LIGHT 
DANCE ON YOUR FACES. I BANISH YOU TO THE BOWELS 
OF THE WORLD. AND MADELINE, FROM NOW ON, BIRTH 
WILL BE BITTERSWEET. LOVE WILL BE BITTERSWEET. 
SUNSHINE, WARMTH, LIGHT, AND GOODNESS WILL BE 
BITTERSWEET. NOW BEGONE!” 

 Eventually, the Goddess forgave Nicholai and all the 
other Mayflies. I knew this because the Mayflies flew up to heav-
en when they became adults. Even though I lived in this murky 
puddle, I was still alive and relatively happy. However, when a 
Mayfly grew of age, we would grow wings that allowed us to leave 
this hell and fly high, high into the light and into heaven. The 
female Mayflies however, would be forever cursed; while Nicholai 
was Her favorite, the female Mayflies were special to her, so The 
Goddess did not take Madeline’s foolishness very well.

  After the females would rise up out of the water, they would 
mate and return in minutes to give birth and afterwards, they 
would die. You never heard the broken females (who did not die 
since they did not give birth or mate) speak of what they have 
seen on the surface, for their faces were always inscrutable. We 
have asked, begged many to tell us stories of the surface, but there 
was not  a word on the topic that ever crossed their lips, except 
from my mother.

“No dearies, you all are not to know of that yet,” the other 
mothers would placate us with tears shining in their eyes, “you 
must enjoy your life here in the marsh. Relish your life down here 
in the marsh. Heaven is…far away. In more ways than you can 
understand,” they would murmur amongst themselves fiddling 
with the seaweed.

My time was coming soon. My larvae state was rapidly 
marching towards adulthood. As soon as my gills faded and 
evolved into wings, it would be my turn to fly to the sun like 
Icarus. My turn to sit by the Goddess.

 As the days turned to nights, I breathed a little harder. 
My gills were all but gone, and my wings were restless with the 
burning desire to take flight. Tomorrow. I could feel it, tomorrow 
would be the day.

 The sun rose. It was time. I turned and hugged some of 
the younger larvae that have not yet grown to the stage where 
they may take flight. I turned around and joined my fellow 
Mayflies who were already swimming through the water like 
missiles and heading towards the glorious light we have all been 
dreaming of. My heart was pounding and pounding, as if it may 
explode out of my chest.

As the Mayflies burst out of the surface of their hellish 
prison, they flew into a cloudless day already warmed by the heat 
of the sun. I breathed in a mouthful of air that I have never tasted 
before. It was glorious. It tasted of autumn leaves and sunshine. 
The other Mayflies suddenly began to eyeball one another and 
mate, so I could not help but stare. “What are you doing?”  I 



shouted at the flies. “How can you think of something like mat-
ing when the Goddess is merely a short flight away? Heaven is 
a flutter of your wings away, and you rut above the water?” I 
could not believe that they would lose sight of everything mother 
said so quickly! I angrily turned away from the weak flies with a 
sharp flutter of my wings; these flies have forgotten the Goddess’s 
purpose for them. 

I turned vainly around one last time to convince them of 
their folly. It was my duty to help my brethren. 

“Hear me Mayflies! Our mission to the Goddess lies high 
above this shallow puddle of muck! Onwards my brothers and 
sisters!” 

I tried to be heard above the rutting, but my futile shouts 
were met with silence as the female flies began to dive into the 
water, their task completed. Another generation sown. The males 
looked at each other and their wings began to flutter with less 
force. As some of their wings grew weaker, they began to listlessly 
droop and cascade back onto the surface to the water, where they 
lie still, with not a flutter more of their wings. As the rest began to 
listlessly slip and slide through the air back to the brown puddle 
from where they came mere minutes ago, birds, spiders, and 
insects descended upon the Mayflies and feast. 

I have yearned for too long to allow some monsters to deter 
me. I was too quick and nimble to be caught by predators, but my 
brothers and sisters were not. 

“My journey is to fly to heaven!” I shout at the remains of 
my siblings. How can these mangled bodies be my siblings, I 
contemplated as the tears finally began to flow. I realized what 
this meant- I must go where my siblings could not. 

“My destiny is to fly to the sun and sit by the side of the God-
dess! My duty is to go where Icarus failed!” My body trembled 
but my words rang true, but there was not a soul around to hear 
it. I began to ascend. I pushed my wings further and harder than 
any Mayfly has pushed before. I pushed through the fatigue and 
heat, closer and closer to the Goddess. I could feel her coming 
closer to me. The light of the sun shined brilliantly in my eyes. 
“I see you Goddess,” I murmured almost imperceptibly, as my 
strength began to falter. “I feel the light of The Goddess shining 
on my face, I am almost there!” I shouted triumphantly, catapult-
ing and somersaulting through the air in joy.

 I felt the heat becoming unbearable and my wings strained 
with the effort. It felt like my wings were just about to melt off. 
Could it be that my small body was not designed to fly so high, I 
wondered as the colors of the world began to fade to black. Still I 
flew higher and higher. I needed to just remember that this was 
not for me; it was for my siblings who could not make it, for the 
mothers who could not fly, and for the Goddess.

I could see the beatific face of Goddess shining before me. 
She was encased in a glowing light. She smiled benignly and 
extended her grasp to me. I was finally here! Oh Goddess, here 
I come! All of a sudden, my left wing was not working! I tried 
to flutter and bat the wing but it fell off. I began to slip and slide 
away from the Goddess’s grasp. If I just reached out, perhaps I 
could just grasp it, I thought desperately as I fell down towards 
the shallow muddy puddle from where I came from, away from 
the Goddess who did not save me.

LEARNING FROM THE DANISH SENSE 
OF DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
BY MARGOT PAGAN

When I decided to study abroad in Copenhagen I was excit-
ed to hear that Danish people are supposedly “the happiest 

people in the world” (Wolchover). Living here has really helped 
me appreciate their less stressful lifestyle. The United States has so 
much to learn from Danish culture because the Danish manage 
their society in an extremely efficient way. I chose to study abroad 
in Copenhagen because I knew they were very environmentally 
conscious, which was important to me. Even though I went to 
Copenhagen through a business school program, I also wanted to 
study somewhere that would also pique my environmental inter-
ests, since I’m double majoring in Environmental Studies at Emory. 
I don’t believe I could have picked a better location! 

There are many small details about daily life that reveal how 
Danish society values the environment. When I first flew into 
Copenhagen, I noticed a long row of wind turbines. From the air-
port, it was a short metro ride from the airport to my dorm. The 
transportation system is something that I will greatly miss when 
I return to Atlanta. The Danish metro is very clean, on time, and 
makes it easy to commute around the city. The number of bikes 
in Copenhagen is also truly remarkable! According to Stephen 
Regenold from MSNBC, over 35 percent of people in Copenha-
gen bike to work or school. The Danish women even bike around 
in high heels! Most people in Denmark, especially students, do not 
own cars since the price of gas and government taxes on cars 
make owning a car a luxury.

Other examples that remind me of the Danish society’s envi-
ronmental concerns are their windows and heaters. On a nice day, 
you can walk down the street and all of the windows will be open 
and in the winter, most rooms have small heaters instead of large 
heating systems that use a lot of energy. Similarly, all outlets have a 
switch so that when you are not using an appliance, you can turn 
the switch to conserve energy. One of the most interesting things 
about Copenhagen is the can and bottle return machines located 
in practically every grocery store. You take in your cans and get 
money back instantly. As exchange students living in a dorm, we 
definitely appreciated the benefits from this environmentally 
friendly practice. While shopping at the grocery store, I noticed 
that they waste less material on packaging compared to many U.S. 
products, and offer a wide variety of affordable organic options, 
which is also pretty rare back in America. 

Another unique fact is that Denmark is the first country in 
the world to implement a fat tax, so products with higher fat per-
centage cost more, therefore promoting healthy eating habits. Junk 
food here is almost double the price as in America. The grocery 
stores also charge for plastic bags, which gives people more of an 
incentive to bring reusable bags. While many of these practices 
might seem unlikely to be supported in the United States, I admire 
how much the Danish value the environment. I love Danish cul-
ture because not only is it so economically efficient, it is also stylish 
and beautiful. I cannot imagine studying abroad anywhere else.


